A WORD OR TWO ABOUT CHLOROPHYLL FLUORESCENCE
AND ITS RELATION TO PHOTOSYNTHESIS RESEARCH (by Dušan Lazár, May 2016)
A text for Ph.D. students

Photosynthetically active radiation and absorption of light
Before fluorescence is emitted, an energy must be absorbed. In the case of photosynthesis
and chlorophyll (Chl) fluorescence, the absorbed energy is solar energy in a spectral region
almost identical with visible light, i.e. in the interval 400 – 700 nm for most of
photosynthetizing systems. Electromagnetic radiation with wavelength from this interval is
the so-called photosynthetically active radiation (PAR).
Photosynthetic units have light harvesting antennae (LHA) which contain different pigments
which absorb the solar radiation and transfer its energy to the reaction center where the
primary charge separation occurs. Absorption spectra of the main photosynthetic pigments
are shown below.

Fluorescence (in solutions)
Energy states of a molecule in a solution is visualized in the so-called Jablonski diagram (see
next figure). In dependence on symbolic orientation of spin (thick arrows in the diagram) of
the excited electron with respect to symbolic orientation of the spin of the electron in the
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energetic ground state, either singlet (S; different spin orientations) or triplet (T; the same
spin orientations) state of the molecule are realized. The energetic states of excited electron
are electronic and vibrational whose energy levels are shown in the diagram by thick and
thin lines, respectively.
Absorption (A in the diagram) of a photon which
has a higher energy (shorter wavelength, “blue”
photon) excites the molecule to higher excited
singlet state (S2 levels) than absorption of a photon
which has a lower energy (longer wavelength,
“orange” photon) which excites the molecule to
lower excited singlet state (S1 levels). Absorption of
light radiation usually leads to excitation of the
molecule to a higher vibrational energy state within
given electronic energy state and the energy of
vibrational states is almost immediately lost as heat via vibrational relaxations (VR in the
diagram) and related electronic excited state is populated. Energy of the electronic singlet
states can be lost again as heat during the internal conversion (IC in the diagram). Moreover,
the spin of the excited electron in singlet state S1 can be reversed (called intersystem
crossing, ISC in the diagram) and excited triplet state T1 is formed (its vibrational energetic
states). This is a non-radiative process during which an energy is lost as a heat again. A loss
of triplet state energy can be done either non-radiatively via heat dissipation (IC) or
radiatively and the process is known as phosphorescence (P in the diagram). On the other
hand, fluorescence is defined as radiative deactivation of higher excited electronic singlet
states (S2 but mainly S1) to the ground singlet state (S0). If fluorescence occurs because of
deactivation of the S2 state, then it is the so-called hot fluorescence. It implies from the
diagram that energy of emitted fluorescence is higher (shorter wavelength) than energy of
emitted phosphorescence (longer wavelength). Similarly, hot fluorescence has higher energy
than fluorescence.
Due to the existence of all the above mentioned losses of excited singlet states, the quantum
yield is fluorescence, ΦF, in solutions is lower than 1 and it can be calculated as:
ΦF = kF/(kF + kIC + kISC),
where kF, kIC, and kISC are rate constants of fluorescence, internal conversion and intersystem
crossing. As the later one is very slow process (time constant is of order of milliseconds to
microseconds), it can be neglected and ΦF can be expressed as:
ΦF = kF/(kF + kIC).
7 -1
For kF = 6.67 10 s (τF = 15 ns) and kIC = 1.5 108 s-1 (τIC = 6.67 ns) ΦF is about 0.3 in solutions.
To have a complete information about time scales of the processes visualized by the
Jablonski diagram, time constant for light absorption by a matter can be roughly calculated
as duration of one wave of particular absorbed PAR that is in range of about 1.5 fs (“blue”
photon) to 2 fs (“orange” photon) and time constant of vibrational relaxation is in order of
hundreds of femtoseconds.
Chl fluorescence and its relation to photosynthesis
Energy states of Chl molecules in LHA can be described by Jablonski diagram as shown
above. However, special Chl molecules are placed in the reaction centers of the two
photosystems which are also able to separate an electron when excited and the
photosynthetic charge separation occurs. The special molecules are according to traditional
view the P680 (Chl dimmer in photosystem II (PSII)) or P700 (Chl dimmer in photosystem I
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(PSI)). However, recent studies have shown that the primary electron donors are not P680
and P700 but the accessory Chls (ChlD1 and ChlD2 in PSII and ChlA and ChlB in PSI) placed
between the dimmers and primary electron acceptors (see the scheme below). In summary,
other route of deactivation of Chl excited singlet state, in addition to those ones so far
described by Jablonski diagram exists, the charge separation (i.e., the primary
photochemistry).

As excitations absorbed by the LHA pigments are very quickly equilibrated among all the
pigments, including reaction center pigments, a relationship between photosynthetic
function and Chl fluorescence emission and its quantum yield can be described as shown and
calculated in the following two paragraphs and figures.
1) When photochemistry is highly effective, it is in the case when the reaction center
(photosynthetic apparatus) is in the so-called “open” state, fluorescence emission is low and
its quantum yield, ΦF,open can be calculated as:
ΦF,open = kF/(kF + kIC + kPh*[PAO]) = kF/(kF + kIC + kPh*1) = kF/(kF + kIC + kPh) = ≈ 0.02,
where kF, kIC, and kPh are rate constants of fluorescence, internal conversion (heat
dissipation) and primary charge separation and [PAO] is a relative amount of the open
photosynthetic apparatus. Numerically, kF is as above, kIC = 7.7 108 s-1 (τIC = 1.3 ns), and kPh =
2.5 109 s-1 (τPh = 400 ps). The value of kIC is here a little bit different (i.e. higher) than above
because special pigments (e.g. xanthophylls), which extensively non-radiatively dissipate
excitation energy, exist in the photosynthetic LHA.

Photochemistry (Ph)

hν

Photosynthetic Heat dissipation (IC)
apparatus
„open“
Fluorescence (F)
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2) When effectivity of photochemistry is low, it is in the case when the reaction center
(photosynthetic apparatus) is in the so-called “closed” state (closed + open = 1),
fluorescence emission is high and its quantum yield, ΦF,closed can be calculated as:
ΦF,closed = kF/(kF + kIC + kPh*[PAO]) = kF/(kF + kIC + kPh*0) = kF/(kF + kIC) = ≈ 0.08,
where meaning and values of the parameters are as mentioned in the above case. Note that
even if ΦF and ΦF,closed have the same equation they are numerically different because usage
of different values of kIC as mentioned in the previous case.
Photochemistry (Ph)

hν

Photosynthetic
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„closed“

Heat dissipation (IC)
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In summary, due to the existence of the reciprocal relationship between utilization of
excitation energy for photochemistry (primary charge separation) or fluorescence emission
in photosynthetic samples, Chl fluorescence signal informs about photosynthetic function.
This is the reason why fluorescence signal is used in photosynthesis research and why so
many fluorescence techniques exist.
Chl fluorescence emission and excitation spectra in vivo
Chl fluorescence emission spectrum is a dependence of fluorescence intensity on
wavelength of emitted fluorescence signal (usually in interval of 600 - 800 nm) upon fixed
excitation wavelength (usually a maximum absorption of Chl a (about 436 nm) or Chl b
(about 470 nm) in the blue spectral region).
On the other hand, Chl fluorescence excitation spectrum is a dependence of fluorescence
intensity on excitation wavelength (usually in interval of 400 - 500 nm) for fixed wavelength
of emitted fluorescence signal (usually corresponds to position of selected peak in the
emission spectra in interval of 600 - 800 nm).
For measurements of both the spectra it is important that the sample was illuminated for
some time before the measurement itself and that in fact the sample emits a steady state
fluorescence, otherwise, the induction phenomena (see below) occurring during time of
detection of particular spectrum can affect detected fluorescecnce intensities and thus
shape of the spectrum.
In vivo Chl fluorescence emission spectrum at room temperature
In vivo, Chl b transfers its excitation energy to Chl a with very high efficiency and hence, Chl
b has no fluorescence in vivo. This is in contrast to the in vitro situation where Chl b emits
fluorescence and its maximum is at about 653 nm (in acetone; maximum emission of Chl a in
acetone is at about 670 nm; see the figure below).
The in vivo Chl fluorescence emission spectrum at room temperature (RT) is characterized by
two bands, a higher one peaked at about 685 nm (half-width of about 20 nm) and a smaller
one peaked at about 735 nm (half-width of about 50 nm), see the figure below (green line).
These bands are denoted as F685 and F735, respectively. Fluorescence of both the bands at
RT mainly comes from PSII and there is only a minor contribution of PSI which increases at
wavelengths longer than 685 nm: it can be calculated that it is about 20 % of that of PSII. A
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contribution of about 25 % of PSI fluorescence to the overall fluorescence (detected from
650 to 800 nm) was found from a deconvolution of the in vivo emission spectrum at RT.
However, other studies have shown that this contribution is wavelength dependent. At
emission wavelengths longer than 700 nm the contribution of the PSI fluorescence can be
about 30 % for C3 plants. Have in mind that in leaves, the emission spectrum is distorted by a
strong fluorescence reabsorption which decreases height of the F685 band and increases
height of the F735 band. To retrieve a correct spectrum, a proper methamatical routine
must be applied.

“In vivo” Chl fluorescence emission spectrum at 77 K (- 196 °C)
Probability of occurrence of vibrational energy states is significantly decreased at 77 K when
compared to RT that leads to a significant narrowing of particular emission bands in the
emission spectrum at 77 K. Moreover, electron transport is inhibited at 77 K by the low
temperature and hence the emission spectrum mainly reflects “a contact” of particular Chl
containing LHAs. AT 77 K the F685 band is narrowed, a new band at about 695 nm (F695)
appears and F735 is the dominant band - see the above figure. These three band are almost
always distinguishable but other bands (F670, F680, F705, F720) can be detected upon
special conditions. Even if the 77 K Chl fluorescence emission spectrum is known for several
decades, its interpretations are still changing. A state of the art is summarized below:
• F670 band appears only in a small isolated particles and it is attributed to emission of
free Chls: the spectrum is similar to the spectrum of Chl a in acetone.
• F680 band is usually not distinguishable and clearly appears for temperatures lower than
35 K. It is often attributed to emission of inner and peripheral parts of light harvesting
complex PSII (LHCII) and to emission of connecting antenna between LHCII and light
harvesting complex of PSI (LHCI). The band does not appear at higher temperature
because of a very effective energy transfer to the other complexes. A hypothesis also
exists that the band is related to the inactive branch (the so called B-branch) of electron
transport in PSII.
• F685 band is mainly attributed to emission coming from PSII core antenna CP43,
however, original hypothesis related the band to come from P680.
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F695 band probably consists of two bands, the first one coming from PSII core antenna
CP47 and the second one coming from PSI core antenna whose emission is however
assumed to be small in an undamaged sample. An original hypothesis related the band to
emission coming from pheophytin in reaction center of PSII.
F705 band appears only under certain conditions, e.g., in isolated PSI particles where
there is only about 10 Chl a molecules per one P700 and the emission might come from
the primary electron acceptor in PSI, A0 (Chl a molecule).
F720 band is attributed to emission of internal PSI antenna.
F735 is attributed to emission of Chls of LHCI absorbing at about 705 - 708 nm (C705). At
RT excited states of C705 are easily deactivated by energy transfer to reaction center of
PSI and by heat dissipation but these processes are diminished at 77 K and hence F735
significantly increases at 77 K when compared to RT.

Fluorescence temperature curve
Fluorescence temperature curve (FTC) is a dependence of fluorescence intensity on
temperature of sample. Usually, temperature is increased from the RT. If liquid sample is
used, the solution itself is heated and if leaves are used, they are immersed in a water bath
which is heated. The increase of temperature can be realized by a temperature jump (Tjump), i.e. the water bath of given temperature is prepared and the sample (leaf) is
incubated in the water bath for given time (usually 5 minutes) or the temperature of the
water bath (sample solution) is linearly heated with given rate, e.g., 1 °C min-1. Usually, very
low intensity of excitation light (up to 1 µmol photons of PAR m-2 s-1) is used for
measurements.
A shape of FTC depends on many factors, e.g., rate of linear heating, intensity of excitation
light, type of the sample, etc. The figure below shows FTCs measured with wild type fully
developed barley leaves (green), Chl b-less chlorina f2 barley mutant and barley leaves grow
in an intermittent light.

For an easier interpretation of particular parts of FTC it is important that the fluorescence is
“scanned” by as low intensity of measuring light as possible not to mask the temperatureinduced changes by the changes in fluorescence signal caused by a high intensity of
excitation light.
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FTC measured by a low intensity of excitation light (below 1 µmol photons of PAR m-2 s-1)
with fully developed green leaves has a typical shape which can be characterized by some
parameters (see figure below): fluorescence signal at 30 °C (F(T30)), first and second FTC
maxima, M1 and M2, respectively, critical temperature TC and temperature of appearance of
M1, TP.

Processes occurring in particular temperature ranges and explanations of particular FTC
parts are as follows:
• When temperature increases from RT to TP, temperature-induced monomerization of
PSII dimmer occurs leading to a decrease of PSII function due to high-temperature
induced block (i.e. “closing”) of PSII reactions centers caused by a shift in the midpoint
redox potential of QA/QA- couple. The shift leads to an increased formation of reduced QA
and hence increased fluorescence. Therefore, TC characterizing the fluorescence rise to
M1, is frequently used for estimation of thylakoid membrane stability or even for
thermal stability of entire plant species. At TP temperature all PSII reaction centers
should be closed. However, originally also other hypotheses for the fluorescence rise to
M1 have been suggested, for example, detachment of fluorescing LHA (LHCII or a minor
antenna complex) or an increased contribution of fluorescence originated in PSI.
• A low photochemical functionality of PSII is retained but not worsened in the
temperature range between TP and temperature of appearance of a local minimum
between M1 and M2. The observed fluorescence decrease is explained by physical
dependence of quantum yield of fluorescence emission (more precisely of values of the
related rate constants from which the yield is calculated) on temperature.
• In temperature range between an appearance of the local fluorescence minimum
between M1 and M2 and appearance of M2, PSI cores dissociate from LHCIs and form
aggregates. These structural changes are accompanied by a weakening of Chl a-protein
interaction leading to an increased fluorescence emission. A fluorescence emission from
free Chls released into lipid fraction caused by the weakening in the Chl a-protein
interaction was also a previous hypothesis suggested for the fluorescence rise to M2.
• For temperatures higher than temperature of M2 appearance, PSII completely losses its
photochemical activity and monomerization of LHCII trimmers occurs accompanied by a
pronounced release of free Chls. Fluorescence emission of these Chls is driven by the
same physical law as mention for the fluorescence decrease from M1 to the local
fluorescence minimum.
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Thermoluminescence and chemiluminescence
Thermoluminescence
Thermoluminescence (TL) means a temperature induced recombination luminescence, i.e., it
reflects temperature induced radiative charge recombination in a sample. To measure TL
glow curve, a sample must be illuminated, either by flashes or continual light to obtain
charge separated states. The illumination is realized usually during fast cooling (cooling rate
of about 30 °C min-1) of the sample from RT to a low temperature (e.g., to - 100 °C). The
cooling is used to retain the charge separated states. Subsequently the sample is heated in a
darkness by about the same rate of heating as the cooling rate and a very low luminescence
emission is detected by a photomultiplier. The increased temperature in fact provides an
activation energy necessary for the radiative charge recombination between the plus and
the minus charges separated by light during the cooling. As a result an increased
recombination luminescence is detected at given temperature. Examples of different TL
glow curves of barley leaves measured under different conditions is shown in the figure
below and particular bands in the TL glow curves and their interpretations are as follows:
• ZV band - continuous excitation, variable position (-70 - -100 °C), P680+QA- recombination
• A (AT) band - continuous excitation, about -15 °C (-10 - -20 °C), S3QA- (YZ+QA-/QB-)
recombination
• Q band - continuous excitation, about 5 °C, S2QA- recombination
• B band - continuous excitation, 30 - 38 °C, S2,3QB- recombination
• B1 band - one single-turnover flash, about 28 °C, S2QB- recombination
• B2 band - two single-turnover flashes, about 22 °C, S3QB- recombination
• C band - continuous excitation, 52 - 55 °C, YD+QA- recombination
As origin of all the TL bands is related to positive charges stored in the donor site of PSII, TL
method is very often used to explore function of the PSII donor site.

Chemiluminescence
Generally, chemiluminescence (CL) is emission of light as the result of a chemical reaction.
But even if CL bands have different origin, they are measured together with TL bands.
However, preillumination of the sample is not necessary to detect CL bands. The CL bands
appear at temperatures above 60 °C (some bands appear in 60 – 85 °C and in 120 – 140 °C
and are conditions- and species-dependent) and they reflect heat-enhanced CL from
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molecular species generated by ROS and hence presence of CL bands are indicators of
oxidative stress of plants.
QA- reoxidation
In the first approximation, Chl fluorescence is proportional to amount of the so-called closed
reaction centers of PSII which are centers with reduced QA. Hence, application of a strong
saturation and short flash (best, of the so-called single turnover flash whose duration is
some microseconds; provided by a xenon lamp) causes a reduction of all QA, i.e., maximal
fluorescence is reached and this fluorescence decreases in dark after the flash which reflects
kinetics of QA- reoxidation which is scanned by the measuring light. The QA- reoxidation
kinetics is generally a multiexponential decay with following time constants and reflects
following processes:
• τ ≈ 100 µs: P680+QA- recombination
• τ ≈ 200 – 500 µs: electron transport from QA- to QB(-)
• τ ≈ milliseconds – tens of milliseconds: binding of PQ molecule to QB-pocket of PSII from
the “fast” and “slow” PQ pool
• τ ≈ 1.5 s: S2QA- recombination
Single flash induced transient fluorescence yield (SFITFY)
An approach similar to the QA- recombination is measurement of the single flash induced
transient fluorescence yield (SFITFY). The difference is that the saturation flash applied in the
beginning is much shorter in SFIFTY, usually about 100 ns or shorter (provided by a laser),
and the fluorescence is detected with high-time resultion immediately after the saturating
flash. In this case, fluorescence cannot be assumed to be proportional to QA- only but the
exact definition of fluorescence must be adopted, i.e., that fluorescence is radiative
decativation of the excited states (via fluorescence emission; see the Jablonski diagram
above). Because of the application of the short saturating flash and fast detection, the SFIFTY
curves reflects, in addition to the QA- reoxidation (at the end of the SFIFTY curves) also other
electron transport processes which are faster than the QA- reoxidation. That is why the
SFIFTY curve initially increases (it generally reflects „closing“ of PSII raction centers) and then
decreases (it generally reflects „opening“ of PSII raction centers). To obtain results on the
processes hidden behind the SFIFTY curve, the curve must be fitted by a comprehensive
model. Examples of the SFIFTY curves measured with spinach leaf (beige circles) and algae
Chlorela pyrenoidosa (blue circles), together with results of a fit of model parameters to the
exprimental data are shown in the figure below (position of application of the 100-ns flash is
indicated).
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Chl fluorescence induction (including PAM technique, quenching analysis, fluorescence
imaging)
General overview
Chl fluorescence induction (FLI) is a time dependence of Chl fluorescence signal emitted by
photosynthetic sample during its sudden illumination by light after its previous dark
adaptation.
Before a description of particular Chl FLI “types”, it is important to know which part of the
photosynthetic apparatus emits time-dependent (= variable) Chl fluorescence. According to
a dogmatic statement in textbooks, variable Chl fluorescence is emitted by PSII only and PSI
emits only a time-independet constant Chl fluorescence. On the other hand it has been
deduced from experimental measurements that under certain conditions also PSI emits
variable flruorescence. It has also been shown theoretically that PSI, in principle, emits
variable Chl fluorescence and contributes to the overall detected Chl fluorescence signal.
However, it is not possible to distinguish experimentally PSII and PSI variable Chl
fluorescence in really in vivo state (isolated PSII and PSI membranes are not in real in vivo
states). In conclusion, the interperations are easier when it is assumed that variable Chl
fluorescence comes from PSII only. It is generally accepted that PSII variable chlorophyll
fluorescence reflects number of the closed PSII reaction centers. Even if there are sevreal
definitions of what “closed” means, in the easiest way the closed PSII ceneters are those PSII
centers which have reduced QA. Thus, more fluorescence means more QA- and vice versa.
Measurement of the FLI was firstly published in 1-page article by Kautsky and Hirsch in 1931
(see figure below). Therefore, the FLI is also called as Kautsky effect. FLI consists from a fast
fluorescence rise (FLR) followed by a slow fluorescence decrease (FLD).

At present, measurements of all the „types“ (fast, slow, quenching analysis, imaging) of the
FLI is very spread method in photosynthesis research because it brings a lot of information
about photosynthetic function, it is very sensitive and non-invasive, it can be easily and fast
measured and fluorometers are relatively cheap.
Time resolution, intensity of excitation light and duration of measurements were changed in
the past in dependence on a progress in instrumentations. It has lead to three “basic types”
of FLI: slow (the oldest), fast and very fast (the youngest). All these aspects are summarized
below.
Division of the Chl FLI according to used intensity of excitation light:
• low to mid intensity of excitation light: 10 – 200 µmol photons of PAR m-2 s-1
• high intensity of excitation light: 1000 – 5000 µmol photons of PAR m-2 s-1
Division of the Chl FLI according to time resolution and time of measurements:
• high time resolution (≈ 10 µs) and short time of measurement (up to ≈ 1 s)
• medium time resolution (≈ 10 ms) and medium time of measurement (up to ≈ 10 s)
• low time resolution (≈ 10 ms – 1 s) and long time of measurement (order of minutes)
Standard “types“ of the FLIs based on the above-mentioned constraints:
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•

the slow FLI – low to mid intensity of excitation light, low time resolution and long time
of measurement → the O-P-S-M-T (O-P-S1-M1-S2-M2-T) curve and the quenching analysis
• fast FLI – low to mid intensity of excitation light, medium time resolution and medium
time of measurement → O-Fpl-P curve
• very fast FLI – high intensity of excitation light, high time resolution and short time of
measurement → O-J-I-P curve
In addition to the above mentioned “types” of the FLI which are all measured during
continuous illumination of the sample, there are also some other “types” of FLI which are
however not so frequent, e.g., the pump and probe techniques, flash fluorescence induction,
fast repetition rate technique, etc.
Pulse Amplitude Modulation technique of measurement
Fluorometers can use different approaches to detect fluorescence signal:
1) Older and easier approach is that one light is used for both running of photosynthesis and
excitation of fluorescence. Here, higher is intensity of used light, higher is detected
fluorescence signal and it can vary by several orders of magnitude. The detected
fluorescence signal is usually called fluorescence intensity and it is in fact proportional to:
kL * ΦF(t) * kinstrument,
where kL is a constant related to the intensity of excitation light, ΦF(t) is quantum yield of
fluorescence at given time t and kinstrumement is an instrumental constant. Such approach
adopts, e.g., the Plant Efficiency Analyser (Hansatech, UK).
2) A more sophisticated approach uses principally two lights: one light to drive
photosynthesis in a some level (either the so-called actinic light to drive photosynthesis in
some level or the saturating light to saturate photosynthesis) and the other light, the socalled measuring light (flashes) to excite (and “measure”) fluorescence. The measuring
flashes are very short (about 1 – 5 µs) and their intensity is always claimed in literature to be
very weak (but it is not completely true). When necessary (measurement of F0 – will be
described later) the measuring flashes are applied with a low frequency which leads to a low
integrated intensity of excitation light of these measuring flashes. During every measuring
flash, fluorescence signal is detected by a detector (photodiode) featuring a fast response
and large linearity range (up to 109). Necessity of the first feature is because of ability to
detect fast changes in fluorescence signal and the second feature is necessary because the
fluorescence signal is also detected a few microseconds after the measuring flash, i.e., either
in the case of a darkness (measurement of F0 – will be described later) when no (lightinduced) fluorescence is detected, or in the case of background actinic illumination driving
photosynthesis (i.e., during FLI), when a very high fluorescence is detected. Then, the
difference between fluorescence signal during measuring flash and fluorescence signal after
the measuring flash is the output of the fluorometer. This approach to measurement is
routinely called as the Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM). The output fluorescence is again
a sort of fluorescence intensity but it is not directly proportional to intensity of used
excitation (actinic) light and it is directly proportional to quantum yield of fluorescence at
given time, i.e.:
ΦF(t) * k´instrument,
therefore, it has a meaning of relative quantum yield of fluorescence. This fluorescence is
sometimes called as modulated fluorescence to convey that it is measured by the PAM
technique. This technique of measurements was originally commercialized by Walz
(Germany) but now several other companies offer a PAM fluorometer.
The slow Chl FLI
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Typical slow FLIs are shown in the figure. Either one
(M) or two (M1, M2) maxima can appear in the FLD
and sometimes even oscillations can be measured.
Due to a long time scale of the measurements, the
slow FLI reflects not only electron transport in
thylakoid membrane but also the dark
photosynthetic reactions (Calvin-Benson cycle). The
fluorescence decrease from P to T can be generally
understood to be caused by different quenching
(photochemical and non-photochemical) processes.
The decrease of fluorescence intensity from the P
step to the terminal T step has been suggested to be
a measure of the potential photosynthetic capacity of photosynthetic apparatus, also called
as the vitality index, which is evaluated as:
Rfd = (FP – FT)/FT,
where FP and FT denote fluorescence intensities at the P and T steps, respectively. When a
plant is stressed, P-level decreases and T-level increases, hence Rfd decreases. The slow FLI as
such is not so much used now (only with the quenching analysis – see the text below).
The fast Chl FLI
Typical fast FLI are shown in the figure below (curve a). The plateau (Fpl) can be also denoted
as the I step and sometimes also a dip D appears after the I step before the fluorescence
increases to the P step. When an inhibitor of electron transport DCMU (3-(3´,4´dichlorophenyl)-1,1-dimethylurea) is used (it binds in the QB-pocket of PSII and disable
electron transport from QA to the PQ pool), fluorescence steeply rises and reaches its
maximum at the position of the I step (see curve b in the figure below). As the fast FLI is
usually measured under low to mid intensity of excitation light (see above), QA should not be
stably reduced in the I step in functional (the so-called QB-reducing PSIIs) because the
electrons flow to the PQ pool without any rate
restriction. Hence, the I step should reflect
accumulation of QA- in the QB-reducing PSIIs only in
a minor way. On the other hand, the I step mainly
reflects an accumulation of QA- in the so-called QBnonreducing PSIIs (10 – 35% of QB-nonreducing PSIIs
were found in literature). These are PSII which
cannot transport electrons from QA- to the PQ pool =
they cannot reduce QB = they behave in the same
way as if DCMU is binded in the QB-pocket of PSII.
Therefore, the relative height of the I step (plateau)
is a measure of relative amount of the QBnonreducing PSIIs.
The fluorescence increase measured with DCMU is a combination of exponential and
sigmoidal increase. This feature is used for evaluation of the energetic
connectivity/separation between/of photosynthetic units (PSUs). If PSUs are energetically
separated (the so-called separate units model), the fluorescence rises exponentially. On the
other hand, in the case of the lake (also called statistical) model where several PSUs share
the same LHA and the PSUs are energetically connected without any restrictions, the
fluorescence rises in a sigmoidal way. A concept of the connected” PSUs also exists where
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the energetic communication of PSUs is in between the separate unit model and the lake
model. The different connectivity is a basis of the so-called α, β, γ heterogeneity of PSII
(PSIIαs are energetically connected and have a bigger LHA, whereas PSIIβs and PSIIγs are
energetically separated and have a smaller LHA). Sometimes, PSIIβs were thought to be QBnonreducing PSIIs but it was not definitively proved.
The very fast Chl FLI: the O-J-I-P Chl FLR
Typical very fast Chl FLIs are shown in the figure below. Panel B shows the curve measured
by an old Walz fluorometer with mechanical shutter as published by Schreiber an coworkers
in mid eighties. They denoted the steps as O, I1, I2 and M and they did not use logarithmic
time axis. In the beginning of nineties a boom of measurements of the FLR by Plant Efficiency
Analyser (PEA; shutter-less system) fluorometer by Hansatech started based on original
papers by Strasser and coworkers. They denoted the steps as O, J, I and P and they used
logarithmic time axis. As PEA is more often used for the measurement, also the denotation
as O-J-I-P is predominantly used now. Typically the J, I, and P steps appear at about 2 -3 ms,
about 30 ms and about 200 – 300 ms, respectively. The O-step (minimal fluorescence F0) is
usually considered as fluorescence signal at 50 µs. When the O-I1-I2-M curve measured by
Walz is presented on a logarithmic time scale (inset of panel B in the figure below), it looks
the same as the O-J-I-P curve measured by PEA.

Below is a summary of basic “features” of the very fast Chl FLR:
• high intensity of continuous excitation light (~ 3000 µmol photons of PAR m-2 s-1 and
more)
• fast beginning of the illumination realized by a fast mechanical shutter (original Walz
fluorometer) or shutter-less systems (new Walz, Hansatech and PSI fluorometers)
• time resolution of 10 µs and shorter
• presentation of the FLR graphs with time axis with logarithmic division
• present denotation as O-J-I-P (based on measurements with Hansatech PEA)
• O-J is the so-called photochemical phase of the FLR
• J-I-P is the so-called thermal phase of the FLR
• O - minimal fluorescence (F0) - all reaction centers of PSII are “open”
• J, I - fluorescence at the J and I steps (FJ, FI) - gradual closure of PSII centers and many
other effects (see below)
• P - maximal fluorescence (FM) – all reaction centers of PSII are “closed“
Several hypotheses were suggested for particular phases of the FLR as summarized below.
Photochemical phase (O-J):
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•

accumulation of only QA- from the QB-reducing PSIIs as well as from the QB-nonreducing
PSIIs
• effect of the donor side of PSII
• effect of excitation energy transfer
• effect of transmembrane electric potential
• electron transport through the inactive branch in PSII
• recombination between PSII electron acceptors and donors
Thermal phase (J-I-P):
• accumulation of QB-(2-) in addition to QA• protonation of QB2• effect of the donor side of PSII
• fluorescence quenching by oxidized PQ pool
• reduction of the Q2 component
• effect of cytochrome b559
• fluorescence quenching in CP43
• changes in yield of recombination fluorescence
• electron transport reaction after PSII
• fluorescence coming from PSI
• light gradient within a sample
• transmembrane electric potential
• heterogeneity in the rate of PQ pool reduction
• conformational changes of PSII
The shape of the FLR depends on many factors and
different steps can be measured in the FLR as shown
in the figure below. The K-step (see curve b in the
figure below) appears at about 300 – 500 µs after a
high-temperature stress (e.g., 45 °C for 5 min.) when
the donor site of PSII is inhibited or generally
anytime when the electron outflow from P680 to
the PSII acceptor site is faster than electron inflow
to the P680+ from the PSII donor site. The K-step is
not only the J-step shifted to shorter times as
demonstrated by simultaneous measurements of
both the K- and J-steps (see curve c in the figure).
Further, the P step was found to be split into two steps in the FLR measured with
foraminifers, zooxanthellae, lichens and in lichenised algae. To continue with the previous OK-J-I denotation, the two steps were labeled as H and G (see curve d in the figure).
As a high (saturating) intensity of excitation light is used for measurement of the O-J-I-P FLR,
the P-step reflects really the maximal fluorescence intensity. A ratio:
ΦPo = (FM - F0)/FM = FV/FM
where F0, FM, and FV are the minimal, maximal, and variable fluorescence intensities,
respectively, reflects the maximal quantum yield of PSII photochemistry for the darkadapted state and is the most common fluorescence parameter used for description of
photosynthetic function. If ΦF,open and ΦF,closed mentioned above are assumed to reflect F0
and FM levels, respectively, and are used for calculation of ΦPo, a value of about 0.75 is
obtained (this is an approximate value because values of the considered rate constants can
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differ). It little bit higher value of about 0.8 - 0.83 was found for a functional PSII by
measurements with 44 different plant species. Any plant stress causes an increase of F0 and
a decrease of FM, hence the FV/FM ratio decreases upon a stress action.
Many other parameters can be evaluated from the O-J-I-P FLR, e.g., relative heights of the J
and I steps, etc. An integrated theory was formulated by Strasser and the so-called JIP-test
was founded: a lot of relevant (and sometimes not so relevant) parameters are calculated
from the FLR which reflect a state of PSII. Because the O-J-I-P measurement is easy and fast,
more and more authors use the the JIP-test now.
Detection of other photosynthetic signals (I820, P515) in parallel with the very fast Chl FLI
Some transmittance signals can be detected either simultaneously or separately but with the
same time resolution as the very fast Chl FLI. Simultaneous recording of the very fast Chl FLI
and transmittance signal measured at 820 nm (I820) is shown in the figure below as measured
by a modified Hansatech fluorometer. The transmittance at 820 nm mainly reflects redox
state of P700+ and oxidized plastocyanin (Pc+) and to a small extent also redox state of
ferredoxin (Fd). The ratio of molar extinction coefficients ε(P700+)/ε(Pc+) is about 6. The
decrease in I820 in the figure means an increased accumulation of P700+ and Pc+.
The Dual PAM 100 fluorometer by Walz can
also simultaneously measure the very fast Chl
FLI and the I820 signal (dual-wavelength
measurement; difference signal at 835 nm
(reference) minus 830 nm) but in this
fluorometer the increase of I820 signal indicates
an increase of P700+ and Pc+ (see the left color
figure below). Dual PAM 100 also enables
measurement of the so-called P515 signal. The
P515 signal is based on dual-wavelength
measurements at 515 nm and reference at 550
nm and it reflects the so-called electrochromic
shift, i.e., a shift of maximum of absorbance
changes of mainly carotenoids and Chl b
caused by formation of electric potential
difference (= voltage) across thylakoid
membrane. That is, the P515 signal is a
measure of light-induced voltage across
thylakoid membrane. The very fast Chl FLI, I820
and P515 signals as measured by Dual PAM
100 fluorometer are shown in the left figure below. Very recently a new methodology has
been developed for a Walz fluorometer where 4 dual-wavelength difference signals are
measured (785 – 840 nm, 810 – 870 nm, 870 – 970 nm, and 795 – 970 nm) and consequenty
deconvoluted so that redox changes of PC, P700 and Fd can be identifed in parallel with
measurements of the very fast Chl FLI as shown in the right figure below.
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The quenching analysis and energy portioning
One of the well-known and well-established concept in photosynthesis research is the
concept of photochemical and non-photochemical quenching. This approach was originally
started in mid eighties to characterize the FLD during the slow FLI: the lowering of
fluorescence is caused by a fluorescence quenching, either the so-called photochemical or
the so-called non-photochemical. The concept of non-photochemical quenching is now wellelaborated and the quenching analysis itself, i.e., measurements of the slow FLI with
application of saturation pulses (read below) is only a tool in exploration of the nonphotochemical quenching. Now, the terms “photochemical quenching” and “nonphotochemical quenching” are frequently used but in fact exact description is
“photochemical quenching of excitation energy” and “non-photochemical quenching of
excitation energy” which is explored with a help of quenching of fluorescence signal, hence
“photochemical quenching of Chl fluorescence” and “non-photochemical quenching of Chl
fluorescence”.
The quenching analysis itself is based on application of saturating pulses (usually 1-s
duration and intensity of excitation light of about 10 000 µmol photons of PAR m-2 s-1) during
the FLD of the slow FLI ( see the figure below), the the method is called saturation-pulse
method.
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All the so-called quenching coefficients, quantum yields and other parameters (read below)
are calculated from different basic fluorescence levels which can be divided into two basic
groups and are as follows:
• fluorescence levels determined for a dark-adapted state of the sample:
o F0 – minimal fluorescence for the dark-adapted state
o FM – maximal fluorescence for the dark-adapted state
• fluorescence levels determined for a light-adapted state of the sample:
o F0´ – minimal fluorescence for the light-adapted state
o FM´ – maximal fluorescence for the light-adapted state
o F(t) – actual fluorescence signal at time t during the slow FLI
where following lights are used to obtain particular fluorescence level:
• F0 – measuring flashes
• FM – measuring flashes and saturating pulse
• F0´ – far-red light and measuring flashes
• FM´ – measuring flashes, actinic light and saturating pulse
• F(t) – measuring flashes and actinic light; in equations, this fluorescence level is often
denoted as FS, where S stands for steady state, however, usage of F(t) has a more general
meaning
From the above mentioned basic fluorescence levels some other fluorescence values are
calculated:
• FV = FM – F0 – variable fluorescence for a dark-adapted state
• FV´ = FM´ – F0´ – variable fluorescence for a light-adapted state
• ∆F = FQ´ = FM´ – F(t) – difference in fluorescence between FM´and F(t)
Sometimes the far-red light is not available in the fluorometer or even the F0´ is
overestimated (there are reasons for) and hence F0´ is estimated as:
F0´ = F0/((FV/FM) + (F0/FM´)).
The fluorescence levels and values mentioned above are then used for calculations of the
quenching coefficients quantum yields and other parameters. The basic two quenching
coefficients are coefficient of photochemical quenching qP and coefficient of nonphotochemical quenching qN calculated as:
qP = ∆F/FV´
qN = (FV - FV´)/FV .
Also other alternative equations for calculation of qP and qN sometimes appear in literature
which are based on an assumption that F0 is not changed by light-adaptation:
qP = ∆F/(FM´ - F0)
qN = (FM - FM´)/FV .
The qP has a meaning of an amount of “open” PSII centres (i.e., PSII with oxidized QA) and
was deduced for the so-called puddle model of photosynthetic units (PSU), i.e., PSUs which
are energetically separated and each PSU contains one reactions center and related antenna
system.
In addition, other parameters calculated from fluorescence values measured during the slow
FLI are frequently used:
• maximal quantum yield of PSII photochemistry for light-adapted state calculated as:
Φ(P) = FV´/FM´
• actual quantum yield of PSII photochemistry for light-adapted state, Φ(PSII), calculated
as:
Φ(PSII) = ∆F/FM´.
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In interpratation of data it is also sometimes helpful to have in mind that:
Φ(PSII) = qP Φ(P).
• relative change of minimal fluorescence, q0, calculated as:
q0 = (F0 - F0´)/F0
• non-photochemical quenching (determined on the basis of FM and FM´only), NPQ,
calculated as:
NPQ = (FM - FM´)/FM´.
Generally, many parameters related to the quenching analysis were derived until now,
however, no extra new information was discovered. Moreover, an older analysis of the
parameters known at that time revealed that only FV/FM, qP, qN, and q0 are independent
parameters and hence the other parameters do not bring any new information.
In the last few years an effort was done to better distinguish all paths of energy utilization,
the so called energy portioning. This approach uses the quenching analysis for definition of
quantum yields which are responsible for particular energy utilizations. So far, several sets of
parameters were suggested and defined both for only active centers and for centers with a
mix of active and photoinactivated centers. In one of the theories the so-called lake model
for PSUs (one PSU contains several reaction centers which all share the same antenna
system without any restrictions), which is claimed to occur in terrestrial plants but not in
marine species, is assumed. In these PSUs an amount of “open” PSII centres can be
expressed by the qL parameter defined as:
qL = (1/F(t) - 1/FM´)/(1/F0´- 1/FM´) = ((FM´- F(t))/(FM´- F0´)) (F0´/F(t)).
Based on determination of qL, the nonphotochemical losses can be divided into two
processes:
Φ(NO) = 1 / (NPQ + 1 + qL ((FM/F0) - 1))
Φ(NPQ) = 1 - Φ(PSII) - Φ(NO),
where Φ(NO) reflects quantum yield of constitutive non-light induced (basal or dark)
dissipation processes and Φ(NPQ) reflects quantum yield of regulatory light-induced
quenching. It was later shown that the equations for Φ(NO) and Φ(NPQ) parameters are
valid not only for the lake model of PSUs but also for the puddle model of PSUs and also
simpler equations for Φ(NO) and Φ(NPQ) were derived as follwows:
Φ(f,D) = F(t)/FM
Φ(NPQ) = (F(t)/FM´) – (F(t)/FM),
where Φ(f,D) is another used denotation for Φ(NO). It is also further valid that:
Φ(PSII) + Φ(f,D) + Φ(NPQ) = 1.
The above equation expresses the dvantage of usage of the involved parameters over any
other “similar” parameters; all Φ(PSII), Φ(f,D), and Φ(NPQ) are quantum yields which sums
to unity and thus they can be absolutely compared. This is not possible with qN and qP
coeffcients which cannot be absolutely compared because their sum is not unity. Also the
NPQ parameter is not the best choice for usage because it is in the range from 0 to infinity
and thus not suitable. Moreover, the NPQ parameter us routinely used for avaluation of
what is called the light-induced, mostly the energy dependent (see below), non
photochemical quenching. However, it was later revealed that:
NPQ = Φ(NPQ)/Φ(f,D).
Thus, changes in the NPQ parameter might be caused not only by the the light-induced non
photochemical quenching (characterized by its yield Φ(NPQ)) as climed in the literature but
also by the constitutive, always present (even immediately after illumination) nonphotochemical quenching (characterized by its yield Φ(f,D)).
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Even if the NPQ parameter and the qN and qP pararameters are often used in the literature,
following set of parameters is recommeneded to be used: ΦPo (to characterize PSII
photochemistry in the dark-adapted state), Φ(PSII), Φ(f,D), and Φ(NPQ) (to characterize
energy partitioning in the ligh-adapted state), and qP with Φ(P) to characterize Φ(PSII) in
detail. Note, that denotation different from that one used in this text sometimes appear in
the literature.
The regulatory light-induced non-photochemical quenching (characterized by its yield
Φ(NPQ)) can be divided into three basic types which can be experimentally distinguished by
different times necessary for quenching relaxation in dark:
• energy dependent (also called as high energy state) non-photochemical quenching qE –
associated with light-induced proton transport into the thylakoid lumen, half-time of the
relaxation is about 1 min.
• state transition non-photochemical quenching qT – results from phosphorylation of lightharvesting complexes associated with PSII, half-time of the relaxation is 4-10 min.
• photoinhibitory non-photochemical quenching qI – results from photoinhibition of PSII
photochemistry, half-time of the relaxation is hours
Based on application of the stauraion pulses at different times during plant recovery in
darknes after previous illumination, several theories were also developed to somhow
quantify the qE, qT, and qI quenching but they are not mentioned here.
It sometimes happens that after application of the saturating pulse during the quenching
analysis, fluorescence signal transiently drops below F(t)-level before the pulse and it takes
about 15 s to reach fluorescence level near F(t)-level – see the figure below. This
phenomenon is known as “low-wave”. This phenomenon was explained by both
photochemical and non-photochemical events, more specifically by a transient reoxidation
of QA- (photochemical quenching) caused by a transient deprivation of bicarbonate in
reaction center of PSII and by an increased accumulation of protons in thylakoid (energy
dependent non-photochemical quenching) caused by increased cyclic electron transport
around PSI.

Measurements of PSI function by means of I820 signal
Similarly as in the case of measurement of different fluorescence levels in the quenching
analysis to access function of PSII, measurement of different I820 signal levels can be used to
access function of PSI. Three complementary quantum yields related to PSI function can be
defined as:
• Y(I) – quantum yield of photochemical energy conversion in PSI
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•

Y(ND) – quantum yield of non-photochemical energy dissipation in PSI due to donor site
limitation
• Y(NA) – quantum yield of non-photochemical energy dissipation in PSI due to acceptor
site limitation
It holds that:
Y(I) + Y(ND) + Y(NA) = 1
and the quantum yields are related to the redox state of PSI according to:
Y(I) = P700A/(P700+A + P700A + P700A-)
Y(ND) = P700+A/(P700+A + P700A + P700A-)
Y(NA) = P700A-/(P700+A + P700A + P700A-),
where A means an effective ensemble of all PSI electron acceptors.
Following I820 signal levels, denoted for this case by capital P with different indexes, are
measured:
• Po – only measuring light on; all P700 is completely reduced
• Pm – measuring light on, far-red light on for, e.g., 8 seconds, then far-red light off and
immediately after that a 200-ms saturation pulse is on; an extrapolation routine is used
to determine Pm, see image below; all P700 is completely oxidized
• P – measuring and actinic lights on
• Pm´ – measuring, actinic, and saturation pulse on

Then it holds:
P700A = Pm´ - P
P700+A = P - Po
P700A- = Pm - Pm´
and after substitution but also logically, it holds:
P700+A + P700A + P700A- = Pm - Po.
Finally the quantum yields can be expressed as:
Y(I) = (Pm´ - P)/(Pm - Po)
Y(ND) = (P – Po)/(Pm - Po)
Y(NA) = (Pm - Pm´)/(Pm - Po).
Fluorescence imaging
All the fluorometers used for measurement of all the types of the FLIs mentioned so far were
the so-called non-imaging (conventional) fluorometers: they detect fluorescence by, e.g.,
photodiode as an integral signal from whole area of the interest. However, an advanced
fluorometers exist yet, the so-called imaging fluorometers; they detect fluorescence by a
camera, pixel by pixel, from the area of interest and they can provide a “fluorescence image”
of the area of interest for any time of the measurement. Therefore, these fluorometers can
provide information not only about temporal but also about spatial changes in fluorescence.
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In principle, any “type” of FLI mentioned above, as measured by conventional fluorometers,
can be also measured with imaging fluorometers but in the later case more advanced
hardware must be used because an image bit map (called frame) is taken and stored at any
time of detection. In practice, parameters of imaging fluorometers are worse than of
conventional fluorometers (i.e., a lower time resolution in the imaging fluorometers and a
limited bit map resolution).
The fluorometers (their software) can provide not only
fluorescence images of fluorescence signal at given times but
it can also calculate and present an image of any fluorescence
parameter (e.g., FV/FM, etc.). The different colors in the
images
represent
different
fluorescence
intensities/modulated fluorescence according to provided
scale and not different colors of Chl fluorescence emission
(Chl fluorescence has always the same red color: it is
detected above 700 nm). An example of fluorescence image
of the FV/FM ratio is shown in the figure.
Usage of Chl FLI
Generally, Chl FLI curve plays a role of a fingerprint: even if there are some variations in the
shapes of FLIs taken for given species, pronounced differences between FLI curve sets
measured with different species exist too (in the beginning and at the end of the FLIs in the
two graphs below), i.e., the FLIs measured with different species have different
characteristcs. Usually not whole FLI curves are evaluated but only some features (e.g.
parameters of linear function fitted to selected time interval of the FLI curve). Using
advanced mathematical methods as neuron networks and genetic algorithms, the FLI can be
used for pattern recognition.

A huge amounts of data points obtained from fluorescence imaging offer a possibility of very
good statistical testing by an advanced statistical tests and consequently it enables an early
detection of plant stress. For example, medians of a fluorescence parameter of a control and
a stressed plant for 1 hour are the same (there is no statistically significant difference as
tested by Mann-Whitney test) but statistical distributions of the parameter are different (i.e.
changed by the stress action; tested by two-sample Smirnov test) as shown in the figure
below.
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The imaging fluorometers can be placed in drones, airplanes or satellites and Chl
fluorescence can be detected from a large area. Hence, Chl fluorescence plays a role in
remote sensing. In these cases, Chl fluorescence can be either excited by laser (in airplanes,
e.g., LIDAR = Light Detection And Ranging) or autoflouorescence (fluorescence excited by
sun; “solar fluorescence”; in satellites, e.g. FLI = Fluorescence Line Imager, MODIS =
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, MERIS = Medium Resolution Imaging
Spectrometer) can be detected. Detection of the solar fluorescence is mostly used. However,
in this case, the detected signal is mostly sun-induced reflectance and contribution of Chl
fluorescence to this signal is minimal. This is illustrated in the figure below of an overall
spectrum of detected signal from an area of interest where Chl fluorescence mainfests itself
as a small peak at about 750 nm (identified by vertical line) added to bare reflectance signal.
Thus, Chl fluorescence has to be retrieved from reflectane signal by complex mathematical
models which also includes optical properties of the leaves and plant vegetation. An example
of solar-induced Chl fluorescence from whole Earth is shown in the other figure below. The
interpretation of these solar-induced Chl fluorescence images might be difficult because
increased Chl fluorescence signal linearly correlates with an increased amount of Chls and
thus an increased fluorescence in a fluorescence image might indicate a vital part of ocean or
soil. On the other hand, increased Chl fluorescence might indicate a stress of plants. The
complex problem of Chl fluorescence retrieval from the sun-induced reflectance
measurements and interpretation of the Chl fluorescence signal is also a goal to be solved
and then applied by a future Eropean Space Agency satellite mission called FLEX
(Fluorescence Explore), the satellite is planed to be launched in 2022.
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By combination of usage of Chl fluorescence for remote sensing (Chl fluorescence imaging
fluorometer placed in the front of a tractor) and for pattern recognition (Chl FLI curves are
automatically on-line analyzed by a computer), a crop can be effectively recognized from a
weed in the field. Using a two sprayers loaded with herbicides and growth hormones,
mounted at the back of the tractor, weeds can be selectively and precisely destroyed and
crop and be selectively and precisely promoted – see the next figures. This approach results
in an increased crop yield per area and it is a part of precise agriculture or precise farming.
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Chl fluorescence imaging, thermoimaging and other techniques (e.g. RGB imaging for
exploration of plant area; hyperspectral imaging which measures leaf reflectance at given
spectral regions and calculates, e.g., amount of photosynthetic pigments (VIS-NIR) and
amount of water (SWIR)) are also frequently used for phenotyping of plants (phenotype =
genotype + surrounding) which is a hot topic now. As phenotyping experiments require a
high throughput, the measuring systems are rather huge, as shown in the photos below (in
CRH).
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